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ABSTRACT

Students come to CS1 with a wide variety of motivations and goals, which may differ across subpopulations and be indicative of their future engagement with CS. While there is a rich literature relating success in CS1 to specific constructs, such as belonging, goal-orientation, or self-efficacy, less work has examined what motivations and goals students volunteer as most important for their enrollment in CS1. Here, we use qualitative coding to identify themes from students’ open-ended descriptions of why they’re taking CS1 and what they hope to get out of it, collected across fifteen years. Using quantitative analysis of these coded descriptions, and word-frequency analysis, we identify and name three clusters of students that encompass the majority of students taking CS1: Explorers, Planners, and Utilitarians. We also identify motivations and goals that are more common for particular populations, such as students who have not yet declared a major or students without prior programming experience, as well as factors predicting students’ later engagement with CS. This work demonstrates the potential of qualitative coding and computational analyses to enable us to better understand a population of students based on their own words.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Students come to CS1 with diverse prior experiences, varying in previous exposure to computing [e.g., 30], social support in engaging with computing [e.g., 34], and in their academic identities [e.g., 39]. A widely varying student population presents pedagogical challenges [e.g., 1]. Perhaps aware of these challenges, and the known benefits of close faculty–student interaction [e.g., 14], many instructors begin to get to know their students via early-course surveys. Surveying students’ prior computing experiences can help instructors tailor a course to their students’ common background. Surveys might also delve into students as individuals—e.g., seeking their motivations (why they’re taking the course) or goals (what they’d like to gain from it), enabling instructors to use more relevant examples and to form individual relationships with students, which can positively influence student persistence [17, 18].

Background surveys provide an interesting lens into students, with the particular way they choose to respond lending insight into their feelings, fears, and desires [11]. (It is a filtered lens, though; students know they are writing for the course instructor.) While such personal information is most commonly used for class customization and student–faculty relationship building, when taken together these responses can also provide a “collective knowing” of students [35]; instructors can augment knowledge of individual students with an understanding of the population as a whole. Such an examination does not minimize the import of individual connections, but rather provides a complementary view, enabling instructors to adapt courses to better serve the full population of students who take their courses, and to recognize ways that students with particular motivations and course goals may not be well served by the class as designed. Yet examining student responses across classes and time is less common in the CS education literature.

In this paper, we focus on understanding students’ motivations and goals for CS1 through a holistic examination of students’ responses to background-survey questions—why they’re taking CS1, and what they hope to get out of it—collected across fifteen years. These open-ended questions were not designed to probe particular concepts or academic orientations; students had full freedom to express a multitude of ideas, thereby allowing us to observe patterns of what students themselves saw as most important to communicate. We identify a diverse set of themes from 396 students’ responses, illuminating the range of motivations and goals across a broad student population. Using qualitative coding, quantitative analysis of the coded responses, and word-frequency analysis, we address three types of questions about a population of CS1 students:

(A) Are there identifiable groups of students that differ in their motivations and goals, and how can we characterize such groups?

(B) How (if at all) do patterns of word usage, motivations, and goals vary systematically across demographic groups of students, such as those taking CS1 before declaring a major vs. taking it after?

(C) What patterns separate students whose post-CS1 trajectories of engagement with computer science in college differ, such as those who take a second course in CS vs. those who do not?

Over 70% of our CS1 population fell into three broad clusters that we identify and name—Explorers, Planners, and Utilitarians—who each enter the course with different goals. Students who had no pre-CS1 programming experience frequently cited social reasons
for taking CS1, echoing the importance of social support for learning [31]. Surprisingly, students who articulated a desire to learn (or improve) programming skills were somewhat less likely to continue in CS. While a great deal of variation is not captured by student narratives of their motivations and goals for CS1, our full results to (A–C) demonstrate systematic patterns in the population, affording us better knowledge of our students at a group level, and providing valuable context for better knowing future students as individuals.

2 RELATED WORK

CS1 student populations. The rising societal importance of computing has led to increased CS enrollments, with a wide variety of students choosing to take CS1 [26]. Much recent CS0/CS1 pedagogy has sought to make CS approachable and accessible to all students [e.g., 10]; some programs have created multiple CS1 “flavors” to meet the varying needs and desires of this diverse population (reviewed in, e.g., [39]; see also [9] for its success at one institution).

As described in a recent review [36], a number of computer science education publications report on student surveys, with foci including student demographics, motivations, perceptions of CS, and prior experience. For example, via closed-form questions probing specific possible motivations and perceptions, [25] found that students differed in whether they perceive CS as conferring social status and providing job security, and typically studied CS due to their perception of its value. Some of this work has identified particular subpopulations of students within CS1. For example, some students aim to be “conversational programmers,” learning programming to enable them to communicate with, rather than become, programmers [7]. Identifying such subpopulations is key; current curricula may not serve these students well [e.g., 8, 33].

Predicting success based on student characteristics. While some work on student success in CS1 or persistence in CS uses interviews and open-ended responses [e.g., 22], a larger set of work aims to relate student demographics and characteristics as measured by closed-form scales to success/persistence [e.g., 24]. This work often uses theoretical frameworks for describing student attitudes that are relevant beyond computing, such as achievement orientation [29, 37, 38], growth mindset [29], self-efficacy [29], sense of belonging [20], and confidence [3]. Both student demographics and attitudes are predictive; male students and more confident students were likely to persist [3, 4] and mastery goals were associated with success [37].

In this paper, we also seek to identify differences across students, using a combination of demographic variables and factors based on students’ open-ended responses; like [23], we use clustering as one way to identify subpopulations of students. The open-ended responses we analyze are answers to deliberately broad questions, providing us the opportunity to see what motivations and goals students see as salient enough to volunteer, rather than being limited to a fixed set of options. This approach is necessarily complementary to the literature focusing on well-established theoretical constructs: it has the drawback of using unvalidated survey questions, a common problem in CS education survey research [36], but allows for broader exploration of the space of possible student motivations.

Approaches to analyzing open-ended responses. We use two approaches for analyzing student responses: word frequencies, which is a type of computational text analysis (see, e.g., [15] for an overview of computational social science) and qualitative coding of the features of student responses [e.g., 28, 32]. Classification analysis using qualitative codes and computational text analysis as input has been used to identify differences in subpopulations [e.g., 13, 19].

3 PARTICIPANTS AND PROCEDURES

To address our overarching questions—to understand the variegated landscape of student motivations and goals in taking CS1—we examine the responses to a beginning-of-term background survey of CS1 students at a particular institution, Carleton College.

Institutional context. Carleton is a highly selective undergraduate-only liberal arts college located in the midwestern United States, with ≈2000 total students. Carleton’s academic calendar includes three 10-week terms. Students declare their major during their sixth term, and normally graduate after 12 terms.

CS1 “Introduction to Computer Science” at Carleton is a broad-spectrum course, intended for any and all students who want to take computer science, and in recent years, ≈60% of all students have taken it. The remainder of the CS curriculum is roughly in keeping with the ACM liberal arts CS model curriculum [16]. The number of CS majors at Carleton increased from ≈2% of the graduating class to ≈14% during the studied period (2006 to 2020).

The student population. We study n = 396 students who took CS1 over a 15-year period, from 2006 to 2020, with a particular instructor. This comprises >84% of all CS1 students taught by the instructor in this period. The IRB at Carleton approved this research (see Appendix A1 for details and participation rates).

While most students were in their first year, all class years were represented (Figure 1; methods in Appendix B). According to Registrar’s Office data,2 183 students (46%) were female and 213 (54%) were male. Most students were white (259, 65%); other reported race/ethnicity categories were Asian (36, 9.1%), Black/African American (9, 2.3%), Hispanic/Latino (20, 5.1%), and Two or more races (23, 5.8%). Six students (1.5%) had no reported race/ethnicity information, and 43 (11%) were reported only as international students.

The background surveys. On the first day of every CS1 offering, the instructor distributed an open-ended background survey, to}

![Figure 1: Distribution (counts and proportions) of class years, status of major declaration, and number of terms remaining at Carleton subsequent to a student’s CS1 enrollment.](image-url)
(Q9) Most students who take [CS1] have never done any computer programming before, but there are occasional exceptions. Do you have any computer programming experience? (How much? What languages?)

(Q10) Why are you taking this course? (If it’s for a requirement, please be honest!)

(Q11) Why are you taking this course now?

(Q14) What do you hope to get out of this course?

(a) The key questions.

(b) Some sample responses.

Figure 2: The background survey: the questions, example responses from three students, and the coding scheme.

4 UNCOVERING GOALS AND MOTIVATIONS

Each CS1 student arrives in the course with their own reasons for being there, their own desires for outcomes, and their own perceptions of CS and of themselves. To uncover some of this textured, nuanced variation among students from background-survey responses, we first (without preconceived categories) closely read all (anonymized) responses to Q10, Q11, and Q14, extracting common themes into a set of categories (see Appendix E for details).

We then coded each student’s responses (see Figure 2c) for: (i) the presence or absence of the 21 possible motivations or goals for CS1 that we identified; and (ii) a 0-to-10 score [sum of 0-to-5 scores from two coders] of the student’s intention to further study CS.

We also directly analyze the raw text (processed using NLTK [6]; see Appendix F) that students wrote in response to Q10, Q11, and Q14. The words used by the most students in describing their motivations and goals for the course are CS (used by 212 of 396 students, 54%); computer (185); want (169); science (149); like (146); take (143); programming (131); learn (123); major (118); and hope (114).

Clustering analysis: three large subpopulations of CS1 students. To cluster students based on their motivations and goals, we applied agglomerative clustering to their coded responses (implemented in sklearn 0.23 [21]). Because most features were binary, we used a Manhattan distance metric and an average linkage function, scaling intention to further study CS into [0,1] to match other features.

From the clustering results, we built a dendogram of the students (Figure 3). Clustering is notoriously sensitive to small methodological perturbations [12]; in this case, we get broadly comparable clusters by using either of the two coders’ 0-to-5 scores for intention to further study CS, or by summing them; because the cluster-identification methodology was slightly cleaner to describe in the former case, we use a single coder’s ratings here. By applying a threshold distance cutoff to the dendrogram (< 4.5) and a cluster size threshold (> 15), we identify three large subpopulations taking CS1, each comprising ≈25% of the full population. We inspected these clusters for quantitative differences from the population at large, and labeled the clusters with subjectively determined names. Here are the three subpopulations that we identify and name:

(1) “The Planners” enter the course with significant intention to further study CS in their student career, and hope to gain more knowledge about themselves (including their self-perceived “fit” with the discipline) through the course;

(2) “The Explorers” seem to be taking the course hoping to have a fun experience, engage with a different way of thinking, and better understand what computer science actually is; and

(3) “The Utilitarians” enter the course with a more instrumental view of CS, seeking to gain skills which they perceive as useful for their future careers or for their study of some topic other than CS.

5 VARIATION ACROSS STUDENT GROUPS

As Figure 3 shows, background-survey responses provide a lens into meaningful differences among students who enroll in CS1.
But, while clustering reveals groupings of students that emerge directly from the data, we can also examine differences between exogenously defined groups of students. We first focus on relating students’ motivations and goals to characteristics of students “on their way in the door” to CS1, examining differences across students based on (a) gender, (b) prior programming experience, and (c) pre- vs. post-declaration of a major. We identify differences both quantitatively, by using regression to determine which features are predictive of the characteristic, and more qualitatively, by examining how student language differs across groups. While we find many similarities across groups, this more focused examination of specific subpopulations also shows consistent variation.

Our predictive models use regularized logistic regression with 10-fold cross validation ([27]; see Appendix G). We calculate (i) the mean explained variance score and, more importantly, (ii) the features that consistently appeared with non-zero coefficients (magnitude > 0.05 in all 10 trained classifiers). We add two further features: terms remaining (Figure 1) and (see, e.g., [4]) prior programming experience, based on coding responses to Q9 as reflecting no (0), minimal (1), some/ambiguous (2), or significant (3) experience.

Gender. (As a limitation, note that the institutional data on student gender was binary and sometimes inaccurate; see Section 3.)

Consistent with significant variation in student motivation and goals within each gender, only a small amount of the variance in unseen data was explainable by the logistic regression model (mean in training folds: 0.14; mean in test folds: 0.019). A number of features did occur consistently in the learned classifier, however (Figure 4a). Female students were more likely to cite a desire to engage with something new and satisfy a general requirement as reasons to take the course. They also tended to describe wanting to better understand CS or logic/problem solving, while males were slightly more likely to want to understand computers, as well as to like computers. These same trends can be seen in word-frequency analysis, too, with new, way, problem, and solving all occurring at least twice as often in responses from female students (Figure 5a).

All social reasons that were predictive of gender were more associated with female students (consistent with work examining social influences and career choices [2, 5]). Interestingly, female students tended to express positive emotions towards CS and used the words love and fun twice as often as males, although male students had greater intentions to study CS further. These relationships should be interpreted cautiously: expressing more positive emotions towards CS is consistent with multiple interpretations; e.g., at a group level, female students may need to exceed a higher threshold of excitement about CS (vs. lower for males) to consider taking CS1; or these language variations may reflect gendered expressive norms.

Prior experience. We compared students with minimal or no prior programming experience (“low”) vs. significant experience (“high”), omitting intermediate some/ambiguous experience students. 17% of the remaining 326 students had high experience. Because programming experience was the outcome variable, it was omitted as a predictor. While still small, this analysis explained a larger amount of variance (mean for training folds: 0.21; mean for test folds: 0.13).

Students with low prior experience cited social reasons for taking CS more than those with high experience, as well as wanting to learn skills and understand CS (Figure 4b). These students were more likely to use words like basic and knowledge (e.g., I would love to gain some basic programming knowledge [Fall 2019, minimal experience]; Figure 5b). In contrast to low-experience students wanting to engage with something new and discover if they “might” have an interest, high-experience students came in with more positive emotions towards CS and a greater intention to further study CS.

Pre- vs. post-major declaration. Finally, we predict whether students took CS1 before declaring a major or after (i.e., with ≥ 7 vs. ≤ 5 post-CS1 terms remaining). Students with exactly 6 terms remaining were excluded, and terms remaining was omitted as a predictor. The variance explained was close to that for prior experience (mean for training folds: 0.21; mean for test folds: 0.10).

Most features consistent across folds were associated with being pre-declaration rather than post-declaration (Figure 4c), including a higher intention to further study CS and wanting to better understand oneself or one’s interests. The latter motivation is typical of students exploring multiple possible majors, and the further association of a desire to engage with something new with pre-declaration students likely reflects the liberal arts ethos of exploration in the first two years. The language used by pre-declaration students (Figure 5c) also reflected this ethos, with more frequently occurring words including new, try, and see, such as the Fall 2014 student who said I wanted to try something that I had no experience with . . . to see if it’s something I might pursue further.

The only consistent post-declaration–associated feature was studying CS because it was useful for understanding some specific topic. Such students often spoke about the usefulness of CS1 for their own major (e.g., I think coding is an important skill for a math major . . . I’m hoping to really love it and continue with CS to do mathematical modeling (epidemiology, government, we’ll see). I’ve heard
that if you have a math background and coding skills you can kinda do anything [Fall 2020] or I was talking to a bio prof about bio major type stuff and he highly recommend that I take a CS course because it would probably be very relevant with all the new bioinformatics and sequencing being developed [Fall 2011]. (Consistent with this application-oriented view, nine of the ten classifiers had useful for getting a job as post-declaration–associated.)

6 PREDICTING STUDENT TRAJECTORIES

Moving from how students differ when they arrive in CS1, we now turn to how students’ motivations and desires relate to their differing paths after the course. We focus on students’ further engagement with CS, using two measures: whether they take at least one more course in the department, and whether they major in CS.

We again expect that much of the variance in trajectories will be unexplained by a background survey completed at the outset of CS1. Presumably, students are changed by their experiences within the CS1 course, and further, many factors influence choice of major. Still, any differences by trajectory predicted by pre-CS1 student responses could help in better understanding different sets of students and perhaps identifying student motivations or goals that could be more directly targeted in CS1 or later courses.

Restricting attention to the 302 students who have completed their time at Carleton, 50.7% took one or more CS courses post-CS1 (methods in Appendix H). The distribution of the number of subsequent CS classes taken by these 153 students is bimodal, reflecting two large subpopulations of CS1 students: those who eventually declare a CS major, and those who do not.

Taking another CS course. As predicted, the classifiers explained a moderate amount of variance (mean for training folds: 0.25; mean for test folds: 0.18). Students who did not take further CS were more likely to be satisfying a general requirement. Interestingly, they were also more likely to view computing as useful or important in general or for understanding a particular topic (Figure 6). These “usefulness” features often corresponded to students who saw the importance of grounding in CS to their overall goals: e.g., “I . . . believe that no matter what I end up doing in life, a fundamental understanding of computers and possible computer software will be critical” [Fall 2014] for the former category, and I took a computational chemistry class in the spring which made me feel like I might benefit from some exposure to computer syntax [also Fall 2014] for the latter.

Students with more terms remaining and those with greater intention to further study CS were more likely to take another class, with words like whether and possible frequently present (Figure 7a), much like the pre-declaration students who took CS1 partially to explore possible majors (cf. Figure 5c).

Majoring in CS. Nearly all participants (382 of 396, 96%) had declared a major as of June 2021, including 81 who declared a CS major (21% of 382) and 301 who did not (79%).

Figure 4: Predicting (a) gender, (b) prior programming experience, and (c) being pre- vs. post-declaration of major, based on coded background surveys. All features occurring in all folds of the classifier are shown (all of which had a consistent sign).

Figure 5: Words used ≥ 2× more by one group of students: by (a) gender, (b) programming experience, and (c) declaration status.
Satisfies a general requirement -0.67 (0.10) -1.34 (0.14) -1.37 (0.19)
Useful for understanding a topic -0.30 (0.10) -1.28 (0.21) -1.14 (0.18)
Terms remaining 0.45 (0.03) 1.02 (0.07) 0.33 (0.06)
Intercept (--) -0.96 (0.07) -0.35 (0.09)
Intention to further study CSdenoted with "*" did not occur in all 10 folds in the task 0.58 (0.04) 0.57 (0.06) 0.59 (0.05)
Better understand CS (--) -0.56 (0.11) -0.49 (0.05)
Others like CS1 or CS (--) -0.46 (0.15) -0.51 (0.24)
Learn to program (--) -0.43 (0.10) -0.31 (0.11)
Amount of prior programming experience 0.42 (0.03) 0.40 (0.02) 0.43 (0.06)
Computing is useful or important -0.35 (0.07) -0.35 (0.07) (--) (--)
Build something cool 0.49 (0.19) (--) (--) (--)

Figure 6: Predicting whether a student will go on to further study CS (either majoring in CS, or taking \( \geq 1 \) further CS class).

Figure 7: Terms used \( \geq 2 \) times more or less frequently by students who take more CS vs. those who do not.

We first try to predict CS majors vs. non-majors among all 382 students with declared majors. This analysis explained more variance on average than the others (mean for training folds: 0.33; mean for test folds: 0.23), although many features were similar to those for whether a student took a second CS class (Figure 6). Intent to further study CS and prior programming experience were again associated with studying CS further (here, majoring in it); satisfying a general requirement or using CS to understand a topic was again associated with less future engagement. Students taking CS1 to learn to program were less likely to major, which could be due to factors like wanting to program for some specific purpose or to a misalignment between students’ prior beliefs in what the discipline is about (e.g., the view CS = programming) and a CS curriculum emphasizing programming as a means to implement logic.

To examine whether the factors associated with majoring in CS differ for students who take CS1 before declaring a major, we repeated the analysis restricted to the 280 students who took CS1 pre-declaration and had subsequently declared a major. While a greater proportion of these students did in fact major in CS (29% versus 21% for all), the features and coefficients were similar for both groups, with a smaller weight on terms remaining, likely due to the fact that all pre-declaration students had sufficient time to complete the major. The regression on the pre-declaration students explained slightly less of the variance than for all students (mean for training folds: 0.27; mean for test folds: 0.16).

7 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The analyses we present in this paper reveal common themes in students’ reasons for taking CS1, from the utilitarian (wanting a job, or seeking insight into another field) to the social, and a variety of outcomes desired by students—including some themes, like learning collaborative or communication skills, that echo existing literature [7]. Still, while our analyses uncovered some systematic patterns, there are several important limitations to the work.

Here, we have treated students’ responses to background surveys as a window into their most strongly held motivations and goals. Importantly, though, this window does not provide an unfiltered view of their desires; a student’s response may be influenced by their writing style and their audience (the instructor). The naturalistic context of the background survey can be seen as a strength, but interviews with students would help further illuminate their motivations and goals. The brevity of student responses also necessarily means that students did not write all goals, which could be due to these goals being of less importance or simply less salient.

We analyze CS1 students at one institution, with one instructor. Doing so eliminates any number of confounding factors, but this setting—like any one particular setting—is idiosyncratic.

Our analyses focus on linear predictive models. The sparse dataset necessitated simple models, but future work collecting additional data or considering lower-dimensional representations might be able to identify interesting interactions—e.g., are social influences more important for students who are uncertain about their desire to pursue CS in the future?

An unusual aspect of our dataset is its temporal breadth, spanning a 15-year period. While we treated this dataset monolithically, future work could examine changes in responses over time. Such changes might arise from evolving course pedagogy, mediated by course reputation, as well as broader shifts in societal perceptions of CS. Future work could also examine students’ motivations and goals longitudinally, such as changes across CS1 and CS2. Such an exploration might lead to insights about how students’ trajectories both influence and are influenced by these motivations and goals.

More broadly, this paper provides an example of both the richness and the potential explanatory power of students’ own open-ended descriptions of their reasons and desires for enrollment in CS1, and a characterization of possible factors associated with student populations and trajectories that can be built upon in future work.
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